ForceField®

Pet SpotBlaster™
OVERVIEW
ForceField® Pet SpotBlaster™ has been specially designed to eliminate difficult to remove
acid and organic stains associated with pets. It is also effective on acid stains caused by
dyes and colorants that are contained in certain foods such as red wine, children’s fruit
beverages, and sports drinks. Safe to use on carpets, rugs, upholstery, draperies, pet beds,
pet carriers, and other surfaces stained by pets, spills, food, or other soils.
HOW & WHY PET SPOTBLASTER™ WORKS
Pet SpotBlaster™ combines three distinct chemical actions: stain reduction, odor
neutralization, and anti-resoiling. While many stain cleaners contain oxidizing bleaching
agents that can bleach the color of the carpet or upholstery along with the stain, Pet
SpotBlaster™ uses a different approach. A special stain-reducing agent eliminates stains
without affecting the color of the fabric. The odor neutralizer actually binds to the odors,
preventing them from entering the air. And, finally, a special polymer has been
incorporated into this product to prevent re-soiling. This polymer actually blocks the sites
where soils and stains attach to the fibers, acting as a re-soiling barrier.

● Special Anti-Soiling Formulation
(Keeps Carpet Cleaner Longer)

● Reduces Stain and Neutralizes Odors
● Non-Toxic, Solvent Free, and Bleach
Free

● Safe for Nylon, Acrylic, and Other
Synthetic Carpet Types

● Removes the Toughest Stains and
Odors from Carpet, Upholstery and
Draperies

APPLICATIONS
Pet SpotBlaster™ can be used in homes on carpets, rugs, upholstery, draperies, pet beds,
pet carriers, and other fabric surfaces that have been stained by pet waste, spills, food, or
other soils. Pet SpotBlaster™ can also be used on automobile and boat carpets, cushions,
vinyl surfaces, upholstery, and floor mats.
1. Remove loose or dry soil and blot up wet stains using a clean, white, absorbent,
colorfast cloth or sponge.
2. Spray stained or soiled areas with Pet SpotBlaster™, wait for approximately 3 to 5
minutes, then, using a white absorbent cloth, blot up any excess moisture. Rinse cloth
or sponge and repeat this step, if necessary, until the area is clean.
Hint: Gentle heat can help to draw out stubborn stains. Apply
Pet SpotBlaster™ and use a hair dryer while blotting or cover the treated area with a
clean, white cloth and lightly iron.

Available in the Following Sizes
1 Gallon

5 Gallon

55 Gallon

● Convenient Ready to Use (No Mixing
Needed)
HMIS Health: 1 Fire: 1 Reactivity: 0
pH: 6.5 to 7.5
Solubility: Completely Water Soluble
Boiling Point: 100°C
Storage: Above 0°C, Below 50°C
Regulatory: Not Regulated

Appearance: Clear to Light Amber Liquid
Odor: Honeydew
Specific Gravity: 1.00 +/- 0.02 (8.34 lbs/gal)
Chemical Family: Formulated Blend
Caution: Keep out of the reach of children.
Caution: Keep away from eyes.
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